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Notes from the Manse
Dear Friends,

“Sanctuary” and “Service” are two words I’ve been thinking about lately.
Together they encompass what it means to belong to the body of Jesus Christ,
which we call church. Here we find ourselves welcomed and held. Church is a

place to which we can come with our joys and our
sorrows, in our strength and at times of weakness. It
is a sanctuary, a safe haven, the rock upon which we
stand.
Each Sunday in the call to worship at the beginning
of the 10h30 service, we hear words from the Old
Testament book of the Psalms. The inclination of the
psalmist is always to encourage the community to
come together in their praise and adoration of God:

(Psalm 122).

Our commitment and participation in worship defines who we are as Christian
believers. It also strengthens the relationships at the heart of church life: our
relationship with God and our relationships with one another. It’s amazing to
think that people have worshipped at the Scots Kirk in Lausanne for 140 years
and still today, worship continues to engage and encourage many people in
their faith and discipleship.

In the same Psalm referred to above, the writer turns the attention of the
faithful to the wider context and to the city in which they are gathered. They
are to pray for the peace of Jerusalem and seek her prosperity. That’s a good
place for us to start when thinking about our place within the city of Lausanne.
The idea of “Service” begins in praying for the wider community of members,
neighbours and activities in the area. We can also ask ourselves questions,
such as: “ and
consider how Sanctuary and Service, Worship and Work, Christ and our
Neighbour are forever connected. The words of Jesus give further shape to our
purpose and direction in living together as His Church in the world;

(Matthew 25: 35)

As I write this letter, the “Church to church” Service Sunday in March is in
the planning. I hope this will help us look at the value of worship and the
challenge to serve. We’ll also have another opportunity to work through what
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it means to give service when folks gather at Crêt Bérard on the 27th & 28th of
May for the next Scots Kirk weekend away. Do please note the date now and
sign up to come along on the weekend!

In the meantime the weeks of Lent pass and faithful hearts look forward to
celebrating a blessed and deeply joyful Easter!

Ian
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Sunday, 9th April 10.30 Palm Sunday Morning Worship
Monday, 10th April 16.00-19.00 Open Church
Tuesday, 11th April 16.00-19.00 Open Church
Wednesday 12th April 16.00-19.00 Open Church
Thursday 13th April 16.00-19.00 Open Church

19.00 Maundy Thursday evening Communion Service
Friday, 14th April 12.00-15.00 Good Friday – church open for prayer and

reflection
Sunday, 16th April 10.30 Easter Sunday Morning Worship

with Holy Communion

140th anniversary
2017 marks the 140th anniversary of the Scots Kirk
in Lausanne, with the church being founded on
12th April, 1877.
On Sunday, 30th April, we will mark the occasion
by a celebration during church followed by a small
apéro after the service.
We will invite the local community and colleagues
from other churches to join us in the celebration.
Please join in this special celebration.

Janet Shaner, Session Clerk
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Deadline for the next edition of Cornerstone:
14th May 2017

The New Minister in Geneva:
The Rev. Laurence Twaddle
On 20th January, in the Auditoire Calvin, the Rev. Laurence Twaddle was
inducted to the congregation of the Church of Scotland, Geneva. The congrega-
tion had been in vacancy since the Rev. Ian Manson returned to Scotland a year
ago. The service was followed by a splendid buffet with refreshments, provided
by the members of the congregation, who are delighted to have such an
experienced minister in Laurence.

Laurence was intending to retire from
Belhaven parish linked with Spott,
after 39 years as their minister, when
he saw an article in Life and Work for
the post in Switzerland. He and his
wife Lindy decided that retirement
could wait and answered the call to
Geneva to continue his ministry for a
few years yet. Lindy is also retiring
from her post as head teacher at
Macmerry Primary School and will be
joining Laurence full-time from
February. They enjoy skiing, cycling

and walking with their dog, Treacle.
Laurence has three children from his first marriage. John, who is a teacher, is
presently teaching in Uzbekistan. Sarah is a nurse in Ireland and Twitters her
concerns for patients and the NHS, and Mary is a care worker in Glasgow.
Alison, Laurence’s first wife, sadly passed away in 2013.
I hope that Laurence doesn’t mind, but I have been filling in what he has told
me by looking him up on Google! I have found lots to be said about the minister
who for years has been chaplain for Belhaven Hospital, and also for his local
football club, Dunbar United, where his son John plays in midfield. He has also
been heard on the airwaves of the East Coast FM and has worked for Radio
Forth. He has a Twitter account and regularly wrote a column for the East
Lothian Courier.
We look forward to getting to know Laurence and Lindy better and offer them
a warm welcome to Switzerland and into our church family.

Sylvia McKillop
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Young people gather in Budapest to explore past
and future of Kirk
Young people from across the Church of Scotland met in Budapest this month
to explore the beginning of the Reformation 500 years ago and exchange ideas
about how the Kirk can reform today.
Rev Aaron C Stevens, minister at St Columba's Church of Scotland in Budapest,
recounts the experience.
Young people from across the world gathered in Budapest to discuss the past
and future of the Church of Scotland.
“With the theme of ‘Semper Reformanda: Always Reforming’ the event was the
latest meeting of the International Presbytery’s ‘Youth Presbytery’ started years
ago as one way to minister to youth while encouraging them to be more
involved in the leadership of the church.
"Although the churches they represented are in Amsterdam, Rotterdam,
Lausanne, Paris Bochum, Brussels and Budapest, many of the young people are
residing in those cities for their studies and come from even further afield,
including the United States, Canada, Indonesia, New Zealand and Syria.
"One participant noted how some of them come from international families,
making the gathering even more diverse. Young people from the Reformed
Church in Hungary were also there to represent the Church of Scotland’s local
partner.
"As a way to make the theme of continuous reformation more tangible, the
young people rotated through three workshops: 'Bibliodrama and Changing of
Names' (to reflect on reforming ourselves), 'Doodling and Local Change' (to
reflect on reforming in our local church), and 'Reformation Then and Now:
Making Signs about What to Keep, What to Change and What the Church Must
Stop Doing' (thinking about church and change in the wider sense).
"National Youth Assembly member Kearstin Bailey commented: 'I’m so thrilled
with how everything has turned out! Everyone is loving it and has really gotten
something out of it-it’s been wonderful to see the group bond and discuss so
much.'
"Ryan Whitlow, of the Scots Kirk in Lausanne, said it succinctly, “Yo, it was
great.”
"The weekend gave youth a chance to express a variety of opinions and closed
with the youth leading Sunday worship at St. Columba’s Budapest.
"With pastoral support they had selected the hymns, written the prayers,
chosen the scriptures and prepared a reflection. And while the young people
were thanking the congregation for hosting them, the church was thanking
them for leading worship.
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"The event lasted from Friday evening to Sunday noon, but, based on the
enthusiasm generated, the impact will be unfolding for quite some time."
www.churchofscotland.org.uk
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My experience with MWSRP
You might remember me talking about a research programme taking place in
the Maldives last summer. Well, as promised, here is a report of my experience.
The Maldives Whale Shark Research Programme is a marine conservation
charity association that is focused on the conservation of the whale shark
population in the Maldives. The whale sharks are the biggest fish in the ocean
and a vital element in our ecosystem. Sadly, this species is now endangered
and the scientists know so little about them that it is difficult to know what is
best to protect them. That is the reason why this programme was created!
Now, the reason why I am interested in this research programme! It has been
a long held dream of mine that one day I might get to swim around with fish in
the ocean and being able to do so while also contributing to a conservation
project, was just a perfect opportunity. After finding out about this programme,
one thing led to another and I signed up to go as a volunteer for July 2016!
Arrival in Dhigurah
My journey turned out to be a bit chaotic at first. The day I was supposed to fly
my flight was cancelled because of the “coup d’état” in Istanbul. In addition,
Istanbul airport had suffered a terrorist attack just two weeks before and so, I
did not feel secure about travelling. In the end, after encouragement from my
family, as well as from Ian and Alice, I finally boarded a flight two days late and
set off on this exciting trip on my own!
I arrived in Dhigurah, one of the Islands of South Ari Atoll and our base for the
summer. The project team picked me up at the aerodrome on the “Dhoni", their
research boat. I had a 5 minute talk with the team leader about the different
rules etc. and then, the next thing I knew, there I was in the ocean swimming
around in the middle of nowhere with dolphins, all kinds of fish and turtles
around me. Amazing!!
A typical day with MWSRP
The day usually started with a wake up at 7 am. A breakfast buffet was served
and then we had to be on the boat by 8 am sharp as that is when we left for
the day. There were several jobs to be done on the boat every day. We usually
spent 80% of the day standing on the roof looking out for whale shark shadows
in the water. We would also do a number of other related things, such as
counting the vessels we saw (noting the time of day, the name of the boat, the
number of people on board, divers, speed, direction, etc.) We also recorded any
megafauna we happened to see on the surface (for example, we often spotted
turtles, dolphins and rays). We also calculated wind velocity, visibility
underwater, temperatures, water currents. All this information was important
for when we encountered a whale shark.
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Whale Shark encounters
There are three ways to encounter a whale shark. The first way is by spotting
their shadow underwater from the Dhoni (quite difficult depending on the sun!).
The second is by dragsnorkelling, which involves snorkelling whilst being
dragged with a rope by the Dhoni. The third way is by normal snorkelling. When
a whale shark is spotted, there are several things to be done. Identity pictures
must be taken as well as shark measurements. We also had to observe the
shark’s behaviour and check for injuries. One of the volunteers is in charge of
filming the whole encounter. This is useful, especially if the ID pictures don’t
allow for a proper identification of the shark. As you can imagine, it is rather
difficult, with all the excitement of being close to a 5 metre shark, to hold the
camera steady!
When a shark has been spotted each volunteer is assigned a particular job.
When the encounter ends we would hurry back on board the Dhoni and write
down all the various bits of information we had gathered during the encounter.
At the end of the day, we would meet in the hotel lobby and transfer all this
data onto computers.
That’s basically how the days were spent on the programme. Some days did
feel very long when there were no encounters with whale sharks. However, we
usually always stopped for lunch somewhere and enjoyed a moment of snorkel-
ling. Even when no whale sharks were around there were still a lot of other
animals to enjoy being in the water alongside.
No-work days
There are two no-work days over there. Friday is a sacred day in the Maldives
so everyone if free. The programme gives us another “day off”  in the week
which we used to clean up the beach.
This experience was for me absolutely fantastic and I can’t say how grateful I
am to all who supported me with this and helped make this project become real!
THANK YOU J (and I absolutely can’t wait to go back someday!)

Vanessa de Luze

Soup & Cheese Lunch dates for 2017
5th April, 3rd May, 7th June, 5th July, 2nd August, 6th September,

4th October, 1st November, 6th December

Notice to parents and guardians
We occasionally publish photographs in Cornerstone, on the Kirk’s website and—to a lesser
extent—on the Kirk’s facebook page of children and young people belonging to the Scots Kirk. If for
any reason you would prefer that a photograph of your child should not be used in this manner,
please let the editor know on cornerstone@scotskirklausanne.ch. Thank you.
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Vanessa’s photos
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WDP committee of the Philippines in national dress

The World Day of Prayer, 5th March, 2017
This year the Service for celebrating this worldwide day of prayer and fellowship
was hosted by our Catholic friends at Our Lady of Faith Chapel in Lausanne. It
was prepared by the Christian women of the Philippines.
The Service was led by Mrs. Maria Perpétua Catillo-Walker and her friend, April
Buenaventura, spoke to us about the project we have chosen to help this year.
We are pleased to say that over Sfrs.500.- will be donated to "Giving Hope", a
programme in Manilla destined to assist destitute children and families in dire
need of assistance.
After the Service we were able to meet up with each other over a finger-food
buffet, sharing also with Ministers from our sister churches.
This yearly event is truly an occasion to catch up with our friends from all the
English-speaking churches in the area.
Next year, the World Day of Prayer will be hosted by our Anglican friends at
Christ Church on 2nd March, 2018.

Geraldine Ewen
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We celebrated Ghana Day on 6th March with the Ghanaian members of the congregation, who
regaled us with Ghanaian specialities at lunch after the service. A big thank you!

A good time was had by all those who went to Les Mosses on Snow Sunday. Here they are
enjoying an apéritif before getting down to some serious fondue-eating!
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Tribute to Gary Goodman
Gary Goodman was well loved by our church family. Clear evidence of this was the fact
that, together with his other friends from around the world, we packed the Scots Kirk
sanctuary to overflowing. People filled the library, surrounded the pulpit, sat in the organ
loft, and spilled out the steps at the front door on a Tuesday afternoon! And then they
waited, quietly, each in their own thoughts, for half an hour before the service started

since they were there early in
anticipation of the crowd.
Melody played soft music -
including the tune to

 because
Gary had said to her he liked it
once when she’d played it. Ian
and Alice led all these
bewildered hurting people
through a service of loving
remembrance that many
people afterwards said was the
most meaningful they had ever
attended. The tenderness with
which we were helped to

grieve, by Joan’s careful preparation, was evident in the ebb and flow of English and
French readings, the gentle prayers, and the tributes shared with us by Gary’s village
friends, sons and brothers.
During the reception at the International School of Lausanne we heard from many of his
friends how they’d met Gary and the things they did together. But mostly we heard of
how important it was for him to keep in contact with them; how he went out of his way
to maintain contact over the miles and years. The people who spoke were not from our
church, but rather those who had traveled far with and/or for Gary. Joan gave us a gift
by sharing, through their mountain guide and friend, slides of the recent skiing trip they
took together in Japan, complementing those put to music by Jean-Pierre and shown in
the sanctuary at the end of the service.  Through these presentations, the things that
we know and love about Gary were again seen – we hold on to and celebrate the positive
outlook he had, the desire to be with people he loved, the desire to revel in God’s
creation and the resolve and stamina he showed in the face of adversity. We, the Scots
Kirk congregation, have things to remember Gary for, in addition to our own personal
memories of him.
Alice and I were astounded to meet “other Goodmans” greeting us at the door to Scots
Kirk on our first weekend in Lausanne back in 1989. We quickly established that we were
not “blood relations”, but that we were “relations in the blood”. Gary’s business world
and our scientific worlds did not really meet, but we worked together on the board,
Session and most strongly with the Youth program. So that is where I would like to
focus; again, as a reminder of where Gary’s heart lives and of how he can still inspire
ours.
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It is our whole congregation that is nurturing, supporting and caring for the youth in our
congregation - Gary would smile at me for saying the obvious. That being said, I want
to recognize the unique part that Gary played in our experience of youth ministry at
Scots Kirk. As most are aware Gary and Joan ran the Sunday School program for many
many years, coming down from their Chalet with the 3 boys on Sunday mornings. In
parallel, several youth group leaders at SKL, none of whom were trained for youth
ministry, were doing their best to balance jobs and their time volunteering with the kids.
Then back in 2003, when all the Goodmans’ kids were young, SKL was invited to join
with the Anglicans to “share a youth worker” from Princeton Theological Seminary. At
the time this looked to me to be a daunting endeavor, but not to Gary. He promoted
this idea with enthusiasm and typical care. During business trips to New York he
diligently investigated the possibilities, visiting Princeton and discussing with the leaders
of the program there as well as interviewing candidates. Returning to Lausanne he was
instrumental in forging a working relationship between the two congregations and
ministers so that both youth programs and the children involved could mutually benefit
from a trained intern. Pitching the idea to the congregation, he insisted that this was
just the type of challenge that our congregation could handle and should be looking to
aspire to. When the Christ Church congregation could no longer afford to support the
program, Gary ensured that SKL could. And thus for 5 years the relationship with
Princeton was tended, bringing us Meghan, Jill and Mark, Abby, Nicole and Jenny -
young students who hit the ground running, created ties with both children and adults
and whose enthusiasm matched that of Gary. We all know the Bible reading that one
plants, one waters but God makes it grow. In our youth ministry Gary was a good
gardener. Our kids benefited enormously from having role models closer to their age
and we adults cherished these vibrant seminarians’ contribution to our lives both in and
out of the pulpit. The importance of the relationship Gary established is not one-way,
many of you may have seen a message left by one of the most eloquent of the Princeton
cadre, Jenny Replogle, on Facebook: “

”
For me, this last phrase is one that exemplifies another of the characteristics that I so
appreciated in my “big brother”. Many of us are familiar with the quote from Edmund
Burke: “ ”.
Gary was not afraid to speak for what was right. He did not “do nothing”. Many years he
was a dissenting voice when it was questioned whether our congregation could still
afford to be generous with our giving to charities. He also proactively challenged us to
trust God to make things grow. Generosity is found in those who see the needs of
others; but often that depends on where you choose to look. Gary clearly chose to look
where needs are great and he encouraged us to do likewise. For me, he took Paul’s
advice in 2 Cor. 9:6-8 to heart because Gary was certainly “a cheerful giver . He has left
us all with images of his smile burned into our consciences and with the hope of seeing
that smiling face and open-armed hug waiting for us when we are all home together
again.

Tim Goodman
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New Appointments
New Concierge
We are pleased to report that Jean-Noël de Réland has been appointed to be
the new concierge of the Scots Kirk Lausanne with effect from 26th March 2017.
He may be contacted on concierge@scotskirklausanne.ch or 077 956 93 06 for
all matters concerning the church premises.

New Webmaster
We are also pleased to report that Williams Devadason has taken over the
position of webmaster of the Scots Kirk Lausanne. He may be contacted on
webmaster@scotskirklausanne.ch or 021 731 44 52 for all matters relating to
the church’s website.

Many thanks to Jean-Noël and Williams for their willingness to serve in these
roles.



Great Scot!
61: Robert Watson-Watt
Bless this man/curse this man! Why?? Read on and note the verse at the end
of this GS number. This latest subject of the series was born in Brechin on April
13th 1892 and he was a descendant of James Watt (GS No 1)! He became Sir
Robert Alexander Watson-Watt, KCB*, FRS*, FRAeS*
(see below) and for good reason – he developed
something that, more or less, saved the world – the
free world that is, but at a later time became the bane
of the speedster. Let me explain. RADAR – RAdio
Detection And Ranging was unknown before the work
of Watson-Watt. An example: how could the German
air force be aware that the enemy, on the other side
of the English Channel, knew that an attack was
imminent? The poor Luftwaffe took off in all its force,
from its positions in Northern France. Barely airborne,
the enemy was surprised to find that the RAF was
there to meet it.

Thus spoke Sir Winston Churchill after the Battle of Britain – the courage, the
skill, the devotion of our pilots and… a secret weapon, now used in most civil
airports – RADAR.
Let’s look at RW-W’s early years. After a promising school career, he attended
University College, Dundee and there won prizes in chemistry and in natural
philosophy (a far cry from what was later to come). Now, we all dread war and
often denigrate weather forecasters, so it was in inauspicious circumstances
that this GS subject took to the road of celebrity, for in 1916 Watson-Watt
applied for a job in the War Office. There was no room for him so he joined the
Meteorological Office who showed interest in his use of radio to predict
thunderstorms. Here, we have the use of natural ‘violence’ in order to avoid the
man-made variety. His work used detection of the signal given off by lightening
to warn pilots of an approaching electric storm. This was promising indeed but
inaccurate in pin-pointing where the lightning would strike, after all, strikes last
but a second (if that). More work led to an arrangement – cumbersome at first
glance – using four radio masts that enabled the scientific observer to measure
the lightning strike in two directions – not unlike the new technology in football
which enables the referee to decide whether the ball has crossed the line.
Further, this ‘double’ imagery caused the strike-path to linger on the screen (the
green line you see on sci-fi and medical tele programmes) and so study of the
direction taken by the storm could be made.
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Now, substitute ‘storm’ by ‘enemy aircraft’ – but wait a bit! How did Watson-
Watt find himself in a position to transform a meteorological device into a
‘secret’ weapon? The Met office and the National Physical Laboratory (NPL)
combined in 1927 to form the Radio Research Station with W-W as director and
in 1933 he became the Superintendent of the Radio Department of the NPL. It
was here that our subject was contacted by the air ministry with the question
“what could be done to combat enemy bombers in UK air space?” Look at the
problem – the Luftwaffe, 22 miles away; aircraft which could fly high enough to
be out of anti-aircraft guns’ range; bombers capable of hitting their target and
returning to base before the RAF fighters could even be airborne! “

” was the secret brief sent from
Watson-Watt to the Air Ministry. A demonstration (no, not a lot of marauding
riffs causing trouble) but a show that bouncing radio waves off an aeroplane
was possible and (as it turned out) crucial to the War Effort. Robert Watson-
Watt received a patent on “radio device for detecting and locating an aircraft.”
The rest of this biographical passage is too scientific for simple souls such as
we to be able to fathom the physio genic profundity of this tale (please continue
– do not be deterred).
Yes, Robert Watson-Watt perfected the RADAR system that was all-
commanding in WWII. So, why curse this good fellow? Well when — if, you
exceed the speed limit as you blast along in your highly charged two-seater,
think of the RADAR that is watching you… and below is the promised verse as
earlier mentioned.
Watson-Watt reportedly was pulled over for speeding in Canada, by a radar
gun-toting policeman. His remark was, "Had I known what you were going to
do with it I would never have invented it!". He wrote an ironic poem afterwards:

His ‘gongs’ (mentioned above):
*KCB: Knight Commander of the Most Honourable Order of the Bath
*FRS: Fellow of the Royal Society
*FRAeS: Fellow of the Royal Aeronautical Society
Sir Robert Watson-Watt died on December 5th, 1973 in Inverness.
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From the Life & Work archives
Looking back: Jesus the carpenter

A carpenter explains what it means to him that Jesus shared his trade. Published
in December 1946.

The Man who cried "Why?"
A SCOTTISH CARPENTER tells why the carpentering of Jesus comes as a shock
to him.
[Based on conversations with the Editor.]
I DON’T think I realised it till quite lately. I suppose I always knew about it –
but it wasn’t real. The life of Jesus in my trade, I mean.
It came as a shock to me to know that he was almost certainly an unemployed
man for a time, when the shop lost the trade of a neighbouring city which was
destroyed in war, and all the surrounding villages which supplied its markets
were thrown back on themselves and lost their trade. It’s queer to think that he
may have known the kind of thing I went though in the “hungry thirties” –
walking the streets with the other men and talking about the chances of
markets and recovery, and turning his hands to hobbies to fill in the time.
It’s queer enough even to think of him in amongst business troubles – the
wrangling for prices, and the irritability of the customer who is never satisfied
– and living in a poor home, with the father dead in the prime of life and the
mother struggling to bring up a big family.
What was the shock of it for me? It was when I realised that if he’d come
through all that He must have cared about it for his mates too. That means he
must have thought about unemployment and asked “Why?” like me. He couldn’t
have said that he didn’t care about prices and wages and shortages of houses
and food. You can’t tell me that he lived in the middle of all that, in a trade, and
hadn’t any interest in the rights and wrongs of work and wages.
I don’t believe he was “above” politics, as some people say. That’s the
stained-glass window Christ, not the Christ who was a working-man – and cared
about other men. I don’t believe he could have been out of politics. He must
have been in politics – but with such a different idea of politics that nobody
recognised it as politics.
And that makes me wonder whether we recognise it even yet. He didn’t stop
being that kind of person when he was lifted out of this life. He didn’t lose touch
with the common folk and their work because he was what you call “glorified.”
He didn’t stop caring about the rights and wrongs of housing and daily bread,
did he? And he called his Church his Body. It was to go on trying to be what he
was – with something added because he would be with us always.
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Do you mean to tell me with all that before us that he had no idea in his mind
about the way men were to live together and earn their bread together and
share it together? Don’t you see what you are saying if you talk like that? You’re
saying that he left the difficult bit to us – the really important bit – without any
help? And isn’t that just what thousands of men outside the Church are saying
to-day – that the Church has only the theory; it has only got books and
sermons, it hasn’t got the cutting edge on realities.
I think he’s still asking “Why?” – because he’s in the midst of us and not lifted
away out of touch with us. His whole life was a cry of “Why?” He saw men full
of hidden fears, struggling for something which would take away fear and never
finding it. He saw them building up mighty kingdoms that didn’t give the men
in them what their hearts cried out for. He saw them building up businesses and
gathering riches, and missing what life was meant to be. He saw them building
up power to make security, and somehow things were as insecure as ever. He
saw men fighting and struggling and suffering- and still perplexed. And he
wanted to ask them why.
I believe he is still crying “Why?” He can’t tell us by a sort of twenty-word
telegram. But he can tell us when we are willing to try. That is the other shock
to me – to believe that he can and we don’t let him.
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We are launching a new
fund-raising season!!!

One new initiative:

Healthy cuisine
Mediterranean-style

Vreni Gehring would like to share her
pluriennial experience in this field:

one hour Mediterranean
cooking tuition in return for

your 50 CHF donation
for disadvantaged children

in Burkina Faso.
Interested? Contact Vreni on

079 210 47 245 or
v.gehring@bluewin.ch
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Recent meeting of the Kirk Session
At the meeting of the Kirk Session on 8th February 2017, the following
subjects were discussed. Further information can be obtained from the
minutes of the meeting on the notice board in the church hall or by
speaking to a member of the Session.

Next meeting of the Kirk Session:
12th April 2017 at 7.30 p.m.
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Cornerstone Classifieds
Mr. Be’s bees offer excellent honey for cooking and cakes; please call
Mr. B. Vuillemin/Sears (evenings) at 079 230 45 40 or 021 652 62 10.
BUKI’S PET PARADISE. Pet Care and Boarding, many years’
experience spoiling your best friend. www.as3.ch/bpp; contact Tania on
078 790 02 51 or goudast@yahoo.com
English speaking car experts. We are A2B Automotive, a small
company who specialise in helping people with all aspects of car related
issues here in Switzerland. If you have any questions relating to a car,
we can probably offer a service that suits you, or just give you honest
advice. We are based in Pampigny near to Morges but serve the Geneva
and Lausanne area. www.a2bautomotive.com; Contact:
info@a2bautomotive.com; 078 878 43 18/078 868 18 08.
French Christian offers French and Spanish lessons (A1-B2 levels, that
is beginners and intermediate), CHF 30.-/h. Contact Alexandre
Dominique on 0787924269.
Request for English-French translation collaboration: Who is inter-
ested in discovering more about children’s sleep? A Swedish author,
Anna Wahlgren, mother of 9 children, has written a comprehensive
education manual, the title of which is “For the love of children”. This
book is now being translated by a collective team, in France, chapter
after chapter. I accepted to translate the chapter about the sleep of little
babies (10 pages A4). This whole French collective translation will later
be published in French. I now need to work on this with a native English
language lady who also has an excellent knowledge of the French
language. If you are interested, I would be happy to hear from you.
Please contact me:
nelly.bellot@sunrise.ch Tel: 021.729.55.12 Mobile: 076-439-38.73;
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